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### RRL Unit 3 Prompt

As you read each night, select 1 (one) prompt to respond to for your daily reading response.

**Remember:** you must select a *different prompt* for each reading response and include *text evidence* to back up your claim.

**Prompts:**

1. What *conflicts/problems/issues* are impacting (*affecting*) the main character?
2. How are these *conflicts/problems/issues affecting* the main character?
3. Describe how your main character gets along with other characters.
4. How do your main character’s traits affect their relationships with other characters?
| Date: | Title: Author: Genre: | Pages I read from ___ to ___ | **RRL Unit 3 Prompt:** As you read each night, *select 1 (one) prompt* to respond to for your daily reading response. **Remember:** you must select a *different prompt* for each reading response and include *text evidence* to back up your claim. **Prompts:**
1. *What* conflicts/problems/issues are *impacting (affecting)* the main character?
2. *How* are these conflicts/problems/issues *affecting* the main character?
3. *Describe* how your main character gets along with other characters.
4. *How* do your main character’s traits affect their relationships with *other* characters? |
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